Abstract-Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) are often used in target tracking, but the required Posterior Density Function (PDF) is still approximated by a Gaussian, which may be a gross distortion of the true underlying structure and lead to filter divergence when performing EKF or UKF. Because the uncertainty of process model in bearing only tracking is small compared with the uncertainty of the measurements, resample introduces the problem of loss of diversity among the particles with Particle Filter. This may lead to undesired clustering of the samples and eventually inaccurate results. The SMCEKF and SMCUKF algorithms given in this paper ensure the independency of particles by introducing parallel independent EKFs and UKFs for the bearing only tracking problem. The resample technique, which was suggested in the particle filter as a method to reduce the degeneracy problem, is given up. The required density of the state vector is represented as a set of random samples, which is updated and propagated recursively on their own estimate. The performance of the filters is greatly superior to the standard EKF and UKF. Analysis and simulation results of the bearing only tracking problem have proved validity of the algorithms.
The EKF is the most popular approach to target tracking, but it sometimes can degrade estimator performance and exhibits unstable behavior. The bootstrap filtering, which was applied to perform nonlinear non-Gaussian filtering, was known variously as Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) filter, particle filter. The key ideal is to represent the required PDF by a set of random samples with associated weights and to compute estimates based on these samples and weights [5] . The Unscented Transformation (UT) was developed as a method to propagate mean and covariance information through nonlinear transformation [10] . These two methods were deeply researched and extensively applied.
Sampling/important resampling (SIR) was generalization of Bootstrap, and was also called classical or basic particle filter. The Extended Kalman Particle Filter (EKPF) and Unscented Particle Filter (UPF) was obtained from choice of proposal distributions [1, 2, [7] [8] [9] , Regularized PF (RPF) is based on sample from continuous PPDF [1, 2] , Rao-Blackwellised (RBPF) was presented for dimensinality reduction and reducing the number of required particles [3, 4] . Other SMC methods include Auxiliary Sample Important Resample (ASIR) and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) particle filter, etc [2, 9] . For the system, where the uncertainty of process model is high compared with the uncertainty of the measurements, particle filter in general can accounts for the reasonable performance only using basic SIR algorithms, relatively a few particles. For first example in literature [5] only 500 samples was used, it was decided by basic principle of the particle filter [1, 2] . For second example in literature [5] (Bearing-only target tracking), where the uncertainty of process model was small compared with the uncertainty of the measurements, the number of particles was increased to 5000, and roughning and prior edit modification have been implemented for combating the consequent reduction in the number of truly distinct samples values. Its computational cost was relatively high, and literature [2, 3] and [6] used 5000, 8000, 20000 particles, respectively.
Based survey of principle and connection of PF and its variants, it was pointed out that the theoretical foundations of the SMC methods might remain unclear and that the modification was possible [1] . For the system, where the uncertainty of process model is small compared with the uncertainty of the measurements, resample of PF and its variants introduce the problem of loss of diversity among the particles [1, 2] .
In order to improve the performance of the situation, a novel SMC approach, where EKF or UKF is introduced in order to propagate and update the particles, is proposed in this paper. The algorithm, called SMCEKF or SMCUKF, consists of an independent EK or UK filter group, one of which is initianlized by random samples according to prior PDF. PPDF is approximated by the independent propagated particles, so the algorithm overcomes the loss of the diversity of the particles. Analysis and simulation results have proved validity of the algorithms.
ALGORITHM OF SMCEKF AND SMCUKF
The EKF is probably the most widely used estimation algorithm for nonlinear systems, but EKF have unacceptable performance and sometimes exhibits unstable behavior characteristics for bearing-only target tracking problem because poor initial state prior knowledge and approximating PDF by linearization. UKF approximates state PDF using the true nonlinear system model or measurement model. The state distribution is still represented by a Gaussian density, but it is specified with a set of deterministically chosen sample points. The sample points completely capture the true mean and covariance of the Gausssian random vector. When propagated through any non-linear system, the sample points capture the posterior mean and covariance accurately to the second order or higher. Linearization only uses the first-order terms. Problem of passive track, especially bearing-only target tracking from single moving platform, is representative problem where the uncertainty of process model is small compared with the uncertainty of the measurements.
In order to improve its performance, SMCEKF and SMCUKF algorithms are given in this paper, and they belong to random sample methods and combine SMC, EKF and UKF to increase power of representing PDF by samples.
First of all, bearing-only target tracking from single moving platform is stated simply.
Bearing-only Target Tracking from Single Moving Platform
For a single moving platform collecting angular measurements, target state becomes observable only if the observer "outmanoevres" the target (i. e., observer motion is one derivative higher than that of the target) and a component of this motion must be perpendicular to the LOS [6] . Specifically, a constant, nonzero velocity observer can estimate the position of a stationary target and an accelerating observer can estimate the position and velocity of a constant velocity target. Because the problem was discussed in many literatures, system state equation and measurement equation are directly below given:
The system noise is a zero mean Gaussian white noise process with covariance Q: E w k w T j =Qδ jk , Q = qI 2 and I 2 is 2 × 2 identify matrix. The measurement noise v k is a zero mean Gaussian white noise with covariance r:
Task of the problem is estimation of target track {X T 0 , X T 1 , . . . , X T n } is obtained according to observer trajectory {X O0 , X O1 , . . . , X On }, measurement sequence {z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z n }, q, r and Equations (1) and (2) . Various forms of algorithms have been proposed and they mainly fall into two categories: batch processing and recursive type. The algorithm of this paper belongs to the later. EKF and UKF obtained directly target trajectory {X T 0 , X T 1 , . . . , X T n }, SMC algorithms perform approximation of the PPDF, and then compute estimation of trajectory based on these samples and weights.
The EKF and UKF are repeated here for the completeness. 
UKF
UKF is to propagate mean and covariance information through UT method, a set of points (sigma points) are chosen according to specific method, the nonlinear function is applied to each point, in turn, to yield a cloud of transformed points. The statistics of the transformed points can then be calculated to form an estimate of nonlinearly transformed mean and covariance. If measurement equation is Z = h(X), dimension of state X is n X , its mean and covariance areX and P X . The most general formulation augments the state vector with the process and noise terms to give an augmented n a = n X + n w + n v -dimensional vector, n X , n w , n v are dimension of state, process noise and measurement noise, respectively.
State equation isX a = f a (X a ), and measurement equation is z = h a (X a ). Mean and covariance of the augmented state is,
General UKF algorithm is as fellow [9] : 1 The set of sigma point is created by applying a sigma selection algorithm according to [9] .
SMCEKF and SMCUKF
In the Bayesian approach to dynamic state estimation one attempt to construct the PPDF of the state, based on all available information, including the sequence of received measurements. PDF of state is represented by a set of random samples and corresponding weight, and then mean and covariance are approximated. SMC filter in this paper consists of independent EK, UK filters, which are initialized by a set of random samples. If X (i) , i = 1, . . . , N is a set of support points, PDF, mean and covariance of the states are [2] :
The expected value of a function h(X) of the random states X is
Let X (i) , W (i) denote a random measure that characterizes the joint posterior p (X k |Z k ). Using (14) with h(X) = X and h(X) = X −X 2 yields mean and covariance of random states, respectively. SMC is to compute X (i) , W (i) of approximating PPDF recursively. The measurement sequence is {Z 0 , Z 1 , . . . , Z n }, the sequence of all target states up to time k is {X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X n }, and the following notations will be used p (X k ) = p (X k |Z k , . . . , Z 0 ). SMC filter is a technique for implementing a recursive Bayesian filter [1, 2] :
X k is calculated form (1) with X k−1 , w k in PF. Because uncertainty of the process model is small relatively, speed of moving particles to the regions of high likelihood is very slow, then resample introduces the loss of diversity among the particles, so it may lead to undesired clustering of the samples and eventually inaccurate results.
To overcome the problem, EK and UK is introduced to compute X k instead of resampling. It prevents samples from particle degeneracy and collapse simultaneously. Particles move to regions of high likelihood (except for divergence), so performance of approximating PDF and algorithms are improved. Because EKF and UKF are introduced, it is obtained that
k in Eq. (13) can calculated as follow:
Initial random samples of state PDF are given according to prior and Z 0 :
Notation "∼" indicates sample from a random distribution. X 
For MCUKF, Small amount of process noise was used in the generation of trajectory with q = 0.01. The error standard deviation of angular measurement is σ = 0.5 • . The performance of the filters is compared based on the standard deviation of errors in target position and velocity along the x-and y-axis. The error curves are estimated by averaging over 500 Monte-Carlo runs, and the number of random samples of initial state is 10. The sampling interval of observer is 1 s, and PDF of initial states is N (X T 0 , P 0 ), and X T 0 = [x T 0 y T 0ẋT 0ẏT 0 ] . X T 0 is taken as
r 0 = (r max + r min ) /2 = (100 + 0)/2 = 50 km. r max and r min can be taken as the maximum and the minimum range of sensor. For a CV model, we let [12] : Table 1 . Performance of SMCUKF and SMCEKF are superior to EKF and UKF. The difference between SMCEKF and SMCUKF is small, however, the time used in the SMCEKF is much less than the SMCUKF, and it is very close to UKF. Therefore SMCEKF is a more efficient approach. For comparison, a reference Cramer Rao limited bound [6] is gived in Fig. 1 . The number of samples is a compromise between performance and computational load. If expected performance is better, then the number of particles is increased. Otherwise, little samples are used. If one of the filters have been divergence, weight is go zero, cancel the filter to decrease the computational load.
CONCLUSION
The SMCEKF and SMCUKF algorithms are proposed to improve the performance of a class of nonlinear systems. The algorithms introduce parallel independent EKFs and UKFs. The independence and efficiency of each filter are guaranteed and the errors of initial value and linearization could be decreased. Analysis and simulation results for the bearing only tracking problem have proved the validity of SMCEKF and SMCUKF algorithms. The results also show that the performance of SMCEKF and SMCUKF is greatly superior to the standard EKF and UKF.
